Quantum dynamics studies of the dissociative chemisorption of CH4 on the steps and terraces of Ni(211).
The dissociative chemisorption of CH4 on the stepped Ni(211) surface is explored. The H and CH3 fragments preferentially bind to the surface along the step edge, and the barriers to dissociation are lowest over the step edge atoms, with activation energies of 0.57 and 0.69 eV, depending upon the orientation of the dissociating bond. The activation energy for dissociation over a terrace atom is much larger, 0.99 eV. Quantum scattering calculations show that dissociation over the lowest barrier step edge site dominates the reactive scattering, except at very high collision energies, where the second step edge transition state becomes important. Even at incident energies of 1.0 eV, reaction over the terrace atoms contributes only about 3% to the total dissociative sticking. The symmetric stretch excitation has the largest efficacy for promoting reaction, with the other modes having somewhat smaller efficacies. While the vibrational properties of the step edge atoms are different from those on the terrace, reactions at both sites exhibit a similar variation with temperature. We find good agreement with experimental measurements of the thermally averaged sticking probability on a Ni step edge.